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Supplemental Material

Within a span of 9 hr on 6 February 2023, two significant earthquakes, with magnitudes
of Mw 7.8 and 7.6, struck the southeastern part of Türkiye and the northern region of
Syria, resulting in significant casualties andwidespread economic losses. The occurrence
of such intense earthquakes in rapid succession on adjacent faults, especially within a
highly complex intraplate region with a multifault network, poses a rare phenomenon,
presenting new challenges for seismic hazard analysis in such areas. To investigate
whether the preparatory processes for the Mw 7.8–7.6 earthquake doublet could be
identified on a large spatial scale prior to the seismic events, we employed a data-driven
approach for b-value calculation. The difference in b-values from the background values
(Δb) in a reference period were used as inputs, and the cumulative migration pattern
(CMP) method, quantitatively describing the migration of seismic activity, was utilized
to calculate the corresponding probability distributions. The results indicate a wide-
spread phenomenon of decreasing b-values in the study area over a decade before
the occurrence of the earthquake doublet, revealing a significant enhancement of dif-
ferential crustal stress over a large region. In addition, despite not being the regionwith
the most pronounced decrease in b-values, there is a distinct high probability distribu-
tion of CMP near the nucleation points of the earthquake doublet, indicating a spatial
and temporal “focus” of increased crustal differential stress in the study area, unveiling
the preparatory process of the earthquake doublet. This study reveals quantifiable
migration patterns over a long time scale and a large spatial extent, providing new
insights into the evolution and occurrence processes of the 2023 Mw 7.8–7.6
Kahramanmaraş earthquake doublet. Moreover, it offers potential clues for seismic haz-
ard analysis in such intraplate regions with multiple fault systems.

Introduction
On 6 February 2023, a doublet of strong earthquakes with mag-
nitudes of Mw 7.8 and 7.6 occurred within a span of 9 hr in the
Nurdağı-Pazarcık region near the northwestern part of the
Kahramanmaraş-Gaziantep Province in southern Türkiye, as
well as in neighboring northwestern Syria (Fig. 1a). These earth-
quakes destroyed or severely damaged approximately 160,000
buildings, resulting in over 50,000 deaths and displacing
200,000 people in Türkiye and Syria, and the affected population
reached 14 million (Barbot et al., 2023). The influence of various
factors, especially significant long-period seismic motion (Wu
et al., 2023) and the complexity of earthquake rupture
(Goldberg et al., 2023; Okuwaki et al., 2023; Xu et al., 2023;
Zhang et al., 2023), played a crucial role in the severe disaster
losses caused by the 2023 Mw 7.8–7.6 Kahramanmaraş earth-
quake doublet. The rupture of the first earthquake (Mw 7.8)
was initiated on the Nurdağı-Pazarcık fault, a southern branch

of the east Anatolian fault (EAF), subsequently triggering the
rupture of the EAF (Reitman et al., 2023). The rupture propa-
gated initially northeastward along the EAF and then southwest-
ward, spanning the entire southern segment of the fault (Gabriel
et al., 2023; Jia et al., 2023; Melgar et al., 2023; Toker et al., 2023;
Wang et al., 2023). The second earthquake (Mw 7.6) occurred
on the Savrun-Çardak fault, which extends in an east-west direc-
tion and has a rupture length of approximately 150 km (Barbot
et al., 2023). Although cases of consecutive major earthquakes
occurring on adjacent faults have been observed in the past, the
occurrence of this earthquake doublet with only a 9 hr separa-
tion is exceptionally rare (Mai et al., 2023). Current research
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suggests that the second event was influenced by the static
Coulomb stress changes and dynamic triggering induced by
the first event (Ding, Xu, et al., 2023; Jia et al., 2023; Liu
et al., 2023; Rebetsky, 2023; Stein et al., 2023).

The 2023 Mw 7.8–7.6 Kahramanmaraş earthquake doublet
occurred on the east Anatolian fault zone (EAFZ), situated at
the intersection of the Anatolian plate, Arabian plate, and
African plate (Fig. 1b). In this region, there are localized and
pronounced variations in crustal thickness, displaying a clear
correlation with fault zones (Fichtner et al., 2013; Vanacore
et al., 2013; Confal et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Eken et al.,
2021). The EAF, stretching approximately 600 km, is a large
left-lateral strike-slip fault, intersecting with the north
Anatolian fault (NAF) to the north and extending southward
to the Dead Sea fault and Cyprus Arc (Duman and Emre,
2013; Simonov and Zakharov, 2023), with a slip rate of
10 mm/yr (Aktug et al., 2016). As a complex intracontinental
boundary fault, the EAF, along with the NAF, defines the
southeastern and north boundaries of the Anatolian plate, which
is being pushed westward from the Arabian-Eurasian collision
zone (Lyberis et al., 1992; Şaroğlu et al., 1992; Duman and Emre,
2013; Köküm and İnceöz, 2018; Pousse-Beltran et al., 2020). The
EAFZ region has witnessed frequent moderate earthquakes of

Mw ≥ 4:0 since the advent of modern instrumental records,
and distributed deformations are observed on multiple fault seg-
ments (Taymaz et al., 1991; Bulut et al., 2012; Bayrak et al., 2015;
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Figure 1. Tectonic setting and seismic activity of the study area.
(a) Distribution of earthquakes with magnitudeMw ≥ 6.0 leading
up to the occurrence of the 2023 earthquake doublet. The
positions of the 2023 Mw 7.8–7.6 Kahramanmaraş earthquake
doublet are indicated by two stars. The bold red and purple lines
represent the surface ruptures of the Mw 7.8–7.6 earthquake
doublet. The yellow circles denote the Mw 6.0 earthquakes (see
Data and Resources). The fault data come from Styron and
Pagani (2020). The major faults in Anatolia andmain segments of
the east Anatolian fault zone plotted on this map refer to Duman
and Emre (2013) and Şaroğlu et al. (1992); (b) A spatial illus-
tration of the study area’s location and tectonic plate boundaries.
The study area is outlined in red. Key plate abbreviations: AT,
Anatolia plate; AF, Africa plate; AR, Arabia plate; EU, Eurasia
plate. (c) Seismic magnitude–frequency distribution for the study
area from 6 February 2013 until the occurrence of the earth-
quake doublet, along with the fitting results obtained using the
OK1993 model (Ogata and Katsura, 1993). The black diamonds
are the real distribution. The blue curve indicates the fitting
results using the OK1993 model. The fitted parameters, [β, μ, σ],
are marked on the panel.
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Hussain et al., 2018; Taymaz et al., 2021; Karabulut et al., 2023).
Despite several significant earthquakes along the EAFZ since
1900, including the 1905 Mw 6.8, 1971 Mw 6.7, 2010 Mw 6.1,
and 2020 Mw 6.7 events, none have exceeded a magnitude of
Mw 7.0, and all have been confined to the northwest segment
of the EAFZ (Taymaz et al., 2021; Güvercin et al., 2022).
Although Mw ≥ 7:0 events, including the 1893 Mw 7.1 earth-
quake, occurred in the southern segment of the EAFZ before
the twentieth century, the rupture scale of these earthquakes
was limited by the geometric curvature of the respective fault
(Taymaz et al., 1991; Duman and Emre, 2013), and the phenome-
non of consecutive ruptures across multiple fault segments with
adjacent faults rupturing within hours, as observed in the current
earthquake doublet, was not present. The occurrence of the 2023
Mw 7.8–7.6 Kahramanmaraş earthquake doublet poses signifi-
cant challenges to seismic hazard analysis in the EAFZ region.

The anticipation and understanding of the preparatory
processes leading up to large earthquakes on a regional scale
are crucial for policymakers to implement measures to mitigate
casualties and economic damage (Hall, 2023). However, cur-
rent understanding of earthquake preparation processes is
often based on a simplified concept of constant rate loading
along subduction zone plate boundaries leading to earthquake
occurrences and the semiperiodic release of accumulated strain
energy. Such a framework is inadequate for unraveling the
complex seismic preparation processes in regions like the
EAFZ or within continental interiors, in which challenges arise
in explaining the long-distance migration of large earthquakes
between mechanically coupled fault systems (Liu et al., 2011).
Moreover, identifying migration pattern phenomena related to
earthquake preparation presents a substantial challenge for
urgently assessing the timing and likelihood of future strong
earthquakes. Some recent endeavors have attempted to address
these challenges in specific seismic cases. For instance, Panet
et al. (2018) utilized GRACE satellite data to identify dynamic
variations in Earth’s gravity field and mass several months
prior to the 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku earthquake in northeastern
Japan, suggesting that aseismic expansion at mid-upper mantle
depths contributed to the acceleration of subduction and
potentially offered insights into future earthquake locations
and hazards. Wu et al. (2008) pioneered a technique for quan-
tifying the migration patterns based on the seismicity anomaly
hot spots and the temporal evolution of “error distances” to the
future epicenter. This technique has been applied to seismic
cases such as the 2006 ML 6.4 and 6.7 earthquake doublet
in Pingdong, Taiwan region (Wu et al., 2008), and the 2011
Mw 9.0 Tohoku earthquake (Kawamura et al., 2013).

Several clues have emerged about the preparatory processes
preceding the 2023 Mw 7.8–7.6 Kahramanmaraş earthquake
doublet. For instance, Nalbant et al. (2002) calculated stress evo-
lution on the EAFZ since 1822 due to tectonic loading, identi-
fying a high-risk fault segment south of Karamanmaraş that
could potentially experience a strong earthquake with a

magnitude up to Mw 7.3. Zaccagnino et al. (2023) discovered
globally clustered, locally Poissonian seismicity and low b-values
in the EAFZ region prior to the earthquake doublet. Picozzi and
Iaccarino (2023) employed seismic activity analysis to reveal the
gradual migration of earthquake frequency and average energy
toward the future epicenter within a 300 km radius for the 300
days leading up to the earthquake doublet. However, these stud-
ies were limited in their ability to comprehensively describe the
seismic preparatory processes on a large spatial scale. In addi-
tion, Ding, Zhou, et al. (2023) revealed through a study on the
detection and identification of preseismic microseismicity that
no direct foreshocks were observed in the nucleation zones
of the Mw 7.8 and 7.6 earthquakes. This poses new challenges
to understanding the preparatory processes of this seismic dou-
blet. In this article, we address the seismic preparatory processes
of the 2023 Mw 7.8–7.6 Kahramanmaraş earthquake doublet
through two technical advancements and a systematic study
of migration patterns. First, we explore the spatial heterogeneity
and temporal evolution of differential stress distribution in the
EAFZ using b-values derived from the magnitude–frequency
relationship. To enhance the reliability of b-value calculations
and reduce subjectivity in data selection, we introduce an
improved computation technique based on data-driven ideas
and model selection using the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC). Second, we employ the spatial distribution of b-values
as input data for calculating the migration patterns. Drawing
inspiration from Wu et al. (2008), we quantify the degree of
migration patterns and spatial distribution through a cumulative
migration pattern (CMP) method developed by Jiang and Wu
(2011). These enhancements yield a comprehensive spatiotem-
poral description of the seismic preparatory processes leading up
to the 2023 Mw 7.8–7.6 Kahramanmaraş earthquake doublet.

Materials and Methods
Data-driven approach for b-value calculation
Traditional methods for calculating the b-value often rely on
subjective data selection, either by setting fixed radii or a pre-
determined number of seismic events (Smith, 1981; Gulia and
Wiemer, 2019), leading to issues of subjectivity and unreliable
outcomes. To address subjectivity in data selection, we adopt a
data-driven approach for b-value calculation (Si and Jiang, 2019;
Jiang et al., 2021). In this approach, we model the magnitude–
frequency distribution (MFD) using the continuous function
form of the OK1993 model (Ogata and Katsura, 1993),

λ�m� � λ0�m�q�m�, �1�

λ0�mjβ� � exp�−βm�, �2�

in whichm represents magnitude, and q(m) is the detection rate
function, ranging from 0 to 1, which describes the probability of
detecting earthquake events of different magnitudes. The q(m) is
formulated as a cumulative normal distribution
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q�mjμ,σ� � 1����������
2πσ2

p
Z

m

−∞
e−

�x−μ�2
2σ2

dx , �3�

in whichm indicates the maximummagnitude of the earthquake
catalog for calculation. μ represents the magnitude correspond-
ing to a 50% detection rate, and σ indicates the corresponding
magnitude range, typically used to describe the spatiotemporal
variability of earthquake detection by seismic networks.
Hence, the observed earthquake probability density function is
given by

P�mjβ,μ,σ� � e−βmq�mjμ,σ�R�∞
−∞ e−βmq�mjμ,σ�dm

� e−βmq�mjμ,σ�=e�−βμ�β2σ2=2�=β

� βe−β�m−μ�−β2σ2=2q�mjμ,σ�: �4�

For a series of observed earthquake magnitudes, the log-
likelihood function of the OK1993 model is

lnL�θ��nlnβ−
Xn
i�1

�βmi− lnq�mijμ,σ���nβμ−
n
2
β2σ2: �5�

By employing maximum-likelihood estimation, we can
fit the parameters [β, μ, σ] of the OK1993 model and
subsequently calculate the b-value based on the power law
relationship.

The key steps in the data-driven b-value calculation method
involve the construction of a spatial random model and model
selection. First, we specify the number of spatial grid partitions
Nv, and the number of random realizations n. We employ
Voronoi Tessellation to randomly partition the study area, cre-
ating a large number (Nv × n) of spatial random models.
Second, we fit the OK1993 model parameters [β, μ, σ] for seis-
mic events within each Voronoi polygon and compute the BIC
for each spatial random model. Finally, we select a certain pro-
portion of spatial random models with the smallest BIC values
and calculate the ensemble median of b-values as the final
result.

CMP method
To quantitatively describe the migration pattern phenomenon
of seismic activity at a large spatial scale, we employed the error
distance integration method as proposed by Wu et al. (2008).
This approach defines the error distance ε of seismicity anoma-
lies, referred to as “hot spots,” as exceeding a threshold relative
to any given spatial target location xi. It also calculates the area
AH occupied by hot spots exceeding a dynamically changing
threshold and the spatial coverage ratio f = AH/A, in which A
represents the total area of the study region. In contrast to the
pattern informatics anomalies used byWu et al. (2008) and the
accelerating moment release anomalies employed by Jiang and
Wu (2011) as hot spots, this study defines hot spots as the

difference Δb between the b-values of each time interval
and the background seismicity period.

To mitigate the influence of distant hot spots, a Gaussian
kernel function is applied to smooth the distances r from
the hot spots to the target location xi,

k�r,r0,c� � e−
�r−c�2
2r0 , �6�

in which r0 represents the reference distance for smoothing
and the constant c is set to 0, implying no smoothing for hot
spots at the reference point. The error distance εj for the jth hot

spot with respect to location xi is defined as εj � 1 − kj. Thus,

the average error distance under a specific threshold coverage f
can be expressed as

εf �
1
nf

Xnf
j�1

�
1 − e

−
r2
j

2r2
0

�
, �7�

in which rj is the distance from the jth hot spot to xi, and nf is

the number of hot spots corresponding to the coverage f. After
smoothing and normalization through the Gaussian function,
ε becomes a dimensionless variable.

The integration of the ε–f curve yields the integrated error
distance εarea�T� for a specific time scale T. Subsequently, by
progressively reducing T and approaching the mainshock’s
occurrence time, linear regression is applied to εarea�T�. The
presence of a migration pattern is determined based on the
slope. Furthermore, we adopted the quantitative CMP method
as outlined by Jiang and Wu (2011) to assess the extent of the
migration pattern. We assume that any spatial reference point
xi is a potential nucleation point for rupture, and we calculate
εarea�T� at that location. The slopes of εarea�T� are spatially nor-
malized and represented in probabilistic form (Prob), indicat-
ing the degree of cumulative seismic migration.

Data collection and processing
In this study, we employed an earthquake catalog from the
Kandilli Observatory and Earthquake Research Institute
(KOERI) as our primary data source. KOERI operates one of
Türkiye’s two national seismic networks, which has gradually
expanded since the early 1970s. At present, the network encom-
passes 135 broadband seismic stations, 93 strong-motion sta-
tions, and 14 short-period seismic stations. The KOERI
earthquake catalog has historically employed the duration mag-
nitude (Md) as a metric for earthquake size, a practice that con-
tinued until 2012, when the local magnitude (ML) scale was
adopted. For larger earthquake events, the Mw magnitudes
are concurrently recorded (Kalafat et al., 2011). However, the
change in magnitude scales within the KOERI earthquake cata-
log, specifically the shift from Md to ML after 2012, introduces
the potential for inconsistencies in earthquake catalog data,
thereby affecting the calculation of seismic activity parameters.
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For instance, research by Cambaz et al. (2019) demonstrated that
the minimum complete magnitude Mc 2.7 in the Md catalog
using the earthquakes between the time interval 1 January
2008 to ∼31 December 2011 had a corresponding b-value of
1.65 ± 0.01, and Mc 2.0 in the ML catalog for the time period
1 January 2012 to ∼31 December 2018 had a b-value of 0.83 ±
0.01. Although the impact of this abrupt magnitude scale tran-
sition can be mitigated to some extent by establishing empirical
relationships between Md and ML, it nevertheless introduces a
significant level of uncertainty. To circumvent the influence of
earthquake catalog inconsistencies on our calculation results,
we exclusively utilized data spanning from 6 February 2013,
up until the occurrence of the Mw 7.8–7.6 earthquake doublet.
This restricted time frame aims to ensure that our analysis is
conducted within a period less impacted by the magnitude scale
shift, thereby maintaining the reliability of our findings.

In this section, we delineate the scope of our study within
the geographical coordinates of 23° to ∼46° E and 34° to
∼43° N. From the KOERI earthquake catalog, we retrieved
a total of 227,216 seismic events that occurred during the study
period, and their MFD is depicted in Figure 1c. We employed
the OK1993 model (Ogata and Katsura, 1993) to fit the MFD,
yielding the following parameter values: β � 2:132, μ � 1:784,
and σ � 0:352. Consequently, the b-value during the study
period was determined to be 0.926. Furthermore, based on
the approximate relationship between the minimum complete-
ness magnitude (Mc) and parameters μ and σ, we estimated
Mc ≈ μ� 2σ � 2:5. For the calculation of b-values, we
employed a finite-boundary Voronoi grid partitioning tech-
nique to construct the spatial model. We considered various
grid numbers (Nv) ranging from 2 to 100 and conducted
100 random realizations for each grid number. During the
model selection phase, we identified the top 10% of models
with the lowest BIC values as the optimal models. The median
of the b-value results obtained from this selected ensemble of
models was employed as the final b-value estimate. In the com-
putation of the CMP, we divided the study area into 0.2° × 0.2°
grids and set r0 � 120 km as the reference distance for the
Gaussian kernel function smoothing.

Results
In the computation of the b-value, the terminal time of the
calculation period was fixed at 6 February 2023 00:00:00, pre-
ceding the Mw 7.8–7.6 earthquake doublet. The starting time
was set for each of the 10 periods as 6 February 2013, 6
February 2014, …, 6 February 2022. As an illustrative example
of the results, Figure 2a, 2c, and 2e presents the b-values for
three starting times: 6 February 2013, 6 February 2018, and
6 February 2022, respectively, and Figure 2b,d,f presents the
corresponding median absolute deviation (MAD). The results
demonstrate that the b-values during the various periods
primarily ranged from 0.6 to 1.2, exhibiting distinct spatial
distribution disparities. Notably, the results for each period

exhibit two key features. First, the b-values within the study
area gradually decrease toward the Mw 7.8–7.6 earthquake
doublet, manifesting a prominent temporal variation. For
instance, the b-value near the epicenters of the Mw 7.8–7.6
earthquake doublet steadily decreases from ∼1.0 to ∼0.85 as
the starting time approaches the occurrence time of the earth-
quake doublet. Second, a prolonged, stable low-b-value spatial
heterogeneity around the future fault rupture zones, com-
monly employed in previous studies to identify nucleation
zones of major earthquakes, is notably absent, and its applica-
tion remains widely debated.

To examine the spatiotemporal evolution of b-values, we
posit that the b-values within the period from 6 February
2013 to 6 February 2017, which precedes theMw 7.8–7.6 earth-
quake doublet, can represent the region’s background values
and serve as a comparative baseline. The selection of this
four-year period is influenced by a balanced consideration
of sufficient data for computation and minimal overlap with
the time frame of b-value temporal variations. To validate the
stability of the background value results, we conducted multi-
ple calculations by randomly extracting data within two-year
windows from this period. The outcomes indicate a strong
similarity in the b-values obtained from these extracted time
frames. The corresponding distribution of background b-val-
ues and MAD are depicted in Figure 2g and 2h, respectively.
Furthermore, by subtracting the computed b-values of the 10
periods from the background b-values, we derived the spatial
distribution of Δb-values. Figure 3 presents examples of these
results corresponding to the three time periods illustrated in
Figure 2. The spatial distribution of Δb-values further verifies
the gradual reduction in b-values across the entire study area
leading up to the occurrence of the Mw 7.8–7.6 earthquake
doublet. Specifically, all the periods exhibit that Δb mainly
ranges [−0.3, 0], with Δb-values progressively decreasing. In
addition, although the Δb-value near the epicenter of the
Mw 7.8–7.6 earthquake doublet has decreased to approxi-
mately −0.20 by the starting time of 6 February 2022, it does
not represent the lowest value across all periods.

Employing theΔb-values from the 10 periods, we calculated
the CMP. Adhering to common practice, we set the range of
Δb-values as [min�Δb�, 0] and computed the resulting Prob
distribution, illustrated in Figure 4c. The outcomes reveal
elevated Prob distributed along the EAFZ, where the
Mw 7.8–7.6 earthquake doublet is located, indicating quantifi-
able CMP phenomena prior to the earthquake. However, sim-
ilarly high Prob values are also broadly distributed in the
southwestern region of the study area, where no significant
earthquakes occurred. Naively, spatially extensive higher Δb
“anomalous” points should lead to a wider spatial distribution
range for the CMP phenomenon. Therefore, to calculate the
average error distance ε and coverage rate f, we set the Δb-
value ranges as [−0.3, 0], [−0.2, 0], and [−0.15, 0] and recalcu-
lated the spatial distribution of Prob, as shown in Figure 4d, 4e,
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and 4f, respectively. The results reveal that as theΔb-value range
narrows and approaches 0, the range of elevated Prob values
near the epicenter of the Mw 7.8–7.6 earthquake doublet
expands and becomes the most distinct distribution area within
the study region. Conversely, the high-value area in the
southwestern region significantly contracts, accompanied by a
decreasing maximum value, indicating that these regions do
not align with the preparatory processes of a strong earthquake.

To validate the reliability of the computational results in
this study, a series of tests were conducted, with detailed
descriptions provided in the supplemental materials. For the
robustness verification of the b-value results, we randomly
sampled 75%, 50%, and 25% of models from the optimal

models, as well as selected the top 75%, top 50%, and top
25% models based on their BIC values. Subsequently, we recal-
culated the b-values and assessed the robustness of the results
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Figure 2. Distribution of b-values and corresponding median
absolute deviation (MAD) during different time periods prior to
the occurrence of the Mw 7.8–7.6 earthquake doublet. (a,c,e,
g) The distribution of b-values during different periods, with
different start times marked on each panel. (b,d,f,h) The distri-
bution of MAD corresponding to the b-values during the dif-
ferent periods marked on each panel. Two stars indicate the
epicenter of the 2023 Mw 7.8–7.6 Kahramanmaraş earthquake
doublet.
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(see Fig. S1, available in the supplemental material to this
article). To examine the stability of the background b-values
used for Δb calculation during the period 6 February 2013
to ∼6 February 2017, additional calculations were performed
for two subperiods: 6 February 2013 to ∼6 February 2015 and 6
February 2015 to ∼6 February 2017, and a comparative analy-
sis was conducted (see Fig. S2). Three aspects were considered

to validate the reasonableness
of the CMP calculation results.
First, taking the results with
Δb ≥ −0:3 in Figure 4d as an
example, a verification analysis
was conducted for the b-values,
Δb-values, and the integrated
error distance εerea evolving
over time at different spatial
locations near the epicenters
of earthquake doublets (see
Fig. S3). Second, an analysis
was performed on the impact
of the 24 January 2020
Mw 6.7 Elazığ earthquake and
its aftershocks, located approx-
imately 160 km from the earth-
quake doublets, on the CMP
calculation results (see Fig. S4).
Finally, 100 random experi-
ments were conducted to assess
the potential impact of b-value
errors on CMP calculation
results (see Fig. S5). The results
of these tests and validations
collectively support the reason-
ableness of the computational
outcomes in this study.

Discussion
As to the physical significance
of the CMP phenomenon prior
to the 2023 Mw 7.8–7.6
Kahramanmaraş earthquake
doublet, we posit that it reflects
the cumulative growth process
of differential stress in the crust
near the future nucleation
point of a major earthquake.
First, in the design of our tech-
nical approach, we employ the
change in Δb-value as a metric
for measuring seismic activity
anomalies in CMP. This choice
is grounded in laboratory stud-
ies that have established an

inverse relationship between the b-value describing the MFD
characteristics and the differential stress in the crust, where a
reduction in the b-value is associated with increased stress
(Scholz, 1968). This allows for inferring the stress state under-
ground by directly measuring the variation in b-values.
However, the magnitude of b-values may be influenced by vari-
ous factors, such as crustal stress conditions (e.g., Wyss, 1973;
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Figure 3. Distribution of the differences Δb between the b-values at various time intervals and the
background b-value. (a) Differences Δb between the b-value and the background b-value for the
period from 6 February 2013 to the occurrence of the earthquake doublet. (b) Differences Δb
between the b-value and the background b-value for the period from 6 February 2018 to the
occurrence of the earthquake doublet. (c) Differences Δb between the b-value and the back-
ground b-value for the period from 6 February 2022 to the occurrence of the earthquake doublet.
The epicenters of the 2023 Mw 7.8–7.6 Kahramanmaraş earthquake doublet are indicated by the
two stars.
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Toda et al., 1998), the complexity of fault traces (Stirling et al.,
1996), and the degree of creep (Amelung and King, 1997).
Furthermore, different types of faults with distinct sliding char-
acteristics and mechanisms exhibit characteristic distributions
of b-values, with thrust faults having the lowest b-values, nor-
mal faults having the highest, and strike-slip faults being inter-
mediate (Schorlemmer et al., 2005). Therefore, employing Δb
enables a more objective description of the evolution of under-
ground stress states, ensuring conceptual clarity in the physical
significance of this study’s approach. In terms of observational
results, over the decade preceding the 2023 Mw 7.8–7.6
Kahramanmaraş earthquake doublet, there was a widespread
decrease in b-values in the study area, accompanied by the
occurrence of CMP phenomena near the epicenters of the
earthquake doublet. The trend changes in this region corre-
spond to those near the nucleation point, enhancing the reli-
ability of the physical correlation with the preparation process
for a major earthquake.

The recognition in this study with regard to the quantifiable
description of the preparation process for the 2023Mw 7.8–7.6
Kahramanmaraş earthquake doublets revealed by the CMP
phenomenon holds particular scientific significance, especially
considering its occurrence in a complex intraplate tectonic
region. Presently proposed physical models for the preparatory
processes preceding major earthquakes, including cascade, pre-
slip, and progressive or migratory localization (Ellsworth and
Beroza, 1995; McLaskey, 2019; Kato and Ben-Zion, 2020),
struggle to individually explain the complex spatiotemporal
phenomena arising from fault interactions, volumetric proc-
esses, heterogeneous fault properties, and others. These chal-
lenges emphasize the significant scientific importance of
identifying preparatory processes through observational data
(Wu et al., 2008; Jiang and Wu, 2011; Fielding et al., 2013;
Melgar et al., 2020; Taymaz, Ganas, et al., 2022; Taymaz,
Yolsal-Çevikbilen, et al., 2022). The identification of clues
regarding the preparatory processes of major earthquakes
on a broad spatial scale serves as an exciting entry point for
validating physical models and understanding physical proc-
esses. Quantitatively characterizing the migration pattern phe-
nomenon prior to the 2023 Mw 7.8–7.6 Kahramanmaraş
earthquake doublet reveals stress transfer processes along
the complex fault system of the EAFZ. This unveils valuable
insights into the convergence and deformation patterns of
the Eurasian, African, and Arabian plates within this region,
as well as mechanisms of fault interactions.

An important technical exploration in this study involves
the configuration of Δb-values within different threshold
ranges and the calculation of the corresponding probability
(Prob) for CMP. Moreover, this approach uniquely identifies
the location of nucleation zones for future major earthquakes, a
valuable contribution to practical seismic hazard analysis and
earthquake preparedness decision-making. However, it is cru-
cial to observe that the rupture nucleation zones provided in
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Figure 4. Cumulative migration pattern (CMP) before the 2023
Mw 7.8–7.6 Kahramanmaraş earthquake doublet. (a) Curves
depicting the average error distance ε and coverage rate f for the
epicenter location of the example Mw 7.8 earthquake, with dif-
ferent colors corresponding to various time scales T before the
occurrence of the earthquake doublet. (b) Relationship between
the integrated error distance εerea and time scale T for the example
Mw 7.8 earthquake epicenter, with the dashed line indicating the
linear fitting result and its slope representing the degree of CMP.
(c–f) Distribution of normalized strong seismic hazard probability
(Prob) obtained from CMP results using different Δb thresholds
(Δb ≥ −0:4, Δb ≥ −0:3, Δb ≥ −0:2, Δb ≥ −0:15). The calculation
period used was from 6 February 2013 to the occurrence of the
earthquake doublet. In panels (c)–(f), colors represent the spatially
normalized strong seismic hazard probability obtained from CMP
results. The two stars indicate the positions of the 2023Mw 7.8–7.6
Kahramanmaraş earthquake doublet.
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this study are not precise nucleation points and cannot precisely
elucidate the cascade or pre-slip processes preceding rupture on
adjacent faults. In addition, from a more cautious perspective,
there is another significant data source in the study area, namely
the Turkish Disaster and Emergency Management Authority
(AFAD) earthquake catalog. Although the KOERI earthquake
catalog employed in this study ensures the reliability of the
conclusions, it remains essential to compare the details of earth-
quake preparation processes revealed by different data sources,
including the AFAD earthquake catalog. Consequently, these
limitations hinder a comprehensive delineation of the mecha-
nisms driving major earthquake occurrences. Indeed, even for
a single strong earthquake, its preparatory processes may involve
diverse mechanical mechanisms. For instance, before the 2006
L’Aquila earthquake, aseismic processes and stress transfer proc-
esses occurred on distinct fault segments with different physical
characteristics and temporal scales (Cabrera et al., 2022).

In addition, this study introduces viewpoints on the aca-
demic controversy with respect to the spatiotemporal hetero-
geneity of b-values. Ongoing debates persist regarding the
temporal decrease in b-values preceding strong earthquakes.
On the one hand, numerous actual earthquake cases (Gulia
and Wiemer, 2019; Xie et al., 2019, 2022; Bi et al., 2023), along
with observations of decreasing b-values in rock fracturing
experiments before instability (Thompson et al., 2006; Lei,
2019), have been reported. Conversely, opposing views argue
that this temporal change lacks statistical significance and
should be treated as a spatially heterogeneous yet temporally
stable phenomenon suitable for identifying fault asperities
(Wiemer and Wyss, 2002; Schorlemmer et al., 2004). Our find-
ings demonstrate that over the decade leading to the 2023
Mw 7.8–7.6 Kahramanmaraş earthquake doublet, b-values
across the entire study area exhibited a conspicuous and sus-
tained reduction. Nevertheless, it is crucial to observe that the
region near the epicenter of the earthquake doublet does not
manifest the most pronounced reduction in b-values across the
entire study area. This implies that the ideal model based on
the traditional spatiotemporal heterogeneity assumption of b-
values cannot accurately assess the precursory hazard of the
2023 Mw 7.8–7.6 Kahramanmaraş earthquake doublet, espe-
cially in determining the nucleation location. However, a
new perspective provided by quantitatively describing the spa-
tiotemporal migration of Δb reveals the most prominent
migration pattern in the study area near the epicenter of
the earthquake doublet. This offers a fresh research perspective
for earthquake hazard assessments involving such multi-fault
triggering scenarios (Jia et al., 2023).

Conclusions
To investigate whether a recognizable strong earthquake prepa-
ration process existed on a large spatial scale before the occur-
rence of the 2023 Mw 7.8–7.6 Kahramanmaraş earthquake
doublet, we utilized concepts and phenomena with clearer

physical meanings. These include the spatial–temporal variation
of b-values, which are inversely proportional to the difference in
stress level in the crust, and the potential occurrence of CMP near
the epicenter shortly before the mainshock. To ensure objectivity
in b-value calculation, a data-driven method and model selection
approach based on the BIC were employed. The difference
between b-values and background b-values (Δb-values) was used
as an “anomaly,” and the degree of spatially normalized CMP
(Prob) was calculated as an indicator of a strong seismic hazard.
The findings of this study can be summarized as follows.

On a decadal timescale before the earthquake doublet, the b-
values in the study area exhibited a spatially consistent decrease
near the mainshock’s occurrence time. The distribution of Δb
within the range of −0:4 < Δb < 0 indicated a gradual enhance-
ment of crustal difference stress on a large spatial scale.
However, the Δb-values in the EAF, where the Mw 7.8–7.6
earthquake doublet occurred were not the most significant
low values. Moreover, there was no prominent and long-term
stable spatial heterogeneity on the EAF compared to other fault
zones in the study area, making it challenging to explain using
the asperity model. Further calculations have revealed the pres-
ence of CMP phenomena along the EAF, with high probability
values concentrated primarily near the epicenters of the earth-
quake doublet. This observation not only unveils the measurable
CMP phenomena preceding the occurrence of the 2023Mw 7.8–
7.6 Kahramanmaraş earthquake doublet but also indicates a
physical correlation between CMP phenomena and the prepar-
atory processes of significant earthquakes.

Given the gradual increase of crustal difference stress with
quantifiable CMP phenomena on a large spatial scale, the well-
defined physical significance of CMP, and its potential in fore-
casting the future nucleation points and relative migration
degrees of strong earthquake rupture, this case study contrib-
utes to understanding the preparation processes before the
occurrence of the 2023 Mw 7.8–7.6 Kahramanmaraş earth-
quake doublet. Furthermore, the identified CMP phenomenon
holds potential as a scientific reference for mitigating similar
destructive earthquakes. Nevertheless, the generality of this
CMP phenomenon requires further case studies to explore
its applicability and operability.

Data and Resources
The earthquake catalog for this study was obtained from the Kandilli
Observatory and Earthquake Research Institute (KOERI; http://www
.koeri.boun.edu.tr/sismo/2/earthquake-catalog/, last accessed May
2023). Details of data availability and usage policies can be found on
the provided website. The supplemental material to this article includes
a series of validations for the reliability of cumulative migration pattern
(CMP) calculation results, with detailed information available in the
supplemental material.
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